FIRST    ATTEMPT    OK    MOUNT    EVEREST
both ourselves and the porters in good humour. The
general atmosphere was one of good temper and smooth
working.
I remember no great cold during this time. In fact, I
even recall having a bath and basking in the sun after-
wards, though, of course, it was very cold by night. But
our warm eiderdown sleeping-bags were almost impervious
to cold. Even when the thermometer was below zero (as
it often was at No. 3 Camp) we managed to keep quite
comfortable in bed.
I usually shared a tent with Mallory, in whom I felt that
I had found a kindred spirit. Sometimes we played card
games for two, such as picquet, but more often we read
selections from the Spirit of Man, by Robert Bridges, or
bits of modern poetry, each reading aloud to the other
passages of which we were particularly fond. We discussed
climbs in the Alps and planned expeditions for the future.
We made, among other things, a detailed plan for the first
complete ascent of the Peteret ridge of Mont Blanc. Alas !
the sad accident of 1924 put a stop to all the plans that
Mallory and I had made of conquests of the Alps.
But during this and the subsequent Everest Expeditions,
George Mallory was the man whom I always felt that I
knew the best, and I have seldom had a better or more
intimate friend. When one shares a tent for days on end
throughout the better part of six months with a man, one
gets an insight into his character such as is vouchsafed to
few other men. These many days of companionship with
a man whose outlook on life was lofty and choice, human
and loving, and in a measure divine, still remain for rne a
priceless memory. I forget the details of George Mallory's
views on most of the many subjects we discussed, but in
general he took always the big and liberal view. He was
really concerned with social evils, and recognized that they
could only be satisfactorily solved by the changing and
ennobling of individual character. He hated anything that
savoured of hypocrisy or humbug, but cherished all that is
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